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Discover what the Bible saysÃ¢â‚¬â€¢not what someone else thinks it saysÃ¢â‚¬â€¢and develop

the skills and desire to dig even deeper into GodÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Word.With this book, readers will gain

an in-depth understanding of the books of Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah, and

Malachi. The book also contains study notes and questions for insight and reflection.
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Great study guide for the second half of the Minor Prophets in the Bible. Fast Shipping.

Using this for personal study and to teach Sunday School. The basic questions pretty much stick to

the text and there are questions on the side which allow you to go further and look at different

scriptures that add richness to your study.I really enjoy the Life Change series.

My study group did Minor Prophets 1, and it was a bit monotonous. But we found some good things

in these lesser-studied books of the Bible, and we finished it. I think we were hoping that there

would be less monotony in the questions of Minor Prophets 2, but it's almost as if the authors didn't

have any new questions to ask and kept repeating the same ones. Fortunately, this set of minor

prophets is more diverse than the first ones, and we've had much more lively discussions with this

group. A Bible Study is what you make of it, and what your receive with your mind open to God's

teaching, not just what the writers of the study have to say. So, I'm glad we're sticking this one out,

too. We're about halfway through. But I won't jump into this particular series of studies again



anytime soon.

as advertised

Excellent.
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